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A survey of the algebraic and the statistical properties of sharp and unsharp
quantum effects is presented. We begin with a discussion and a comparison of four
types of probability theories, the sharp and unsharp classical and quantum theories.
A structure called an effect algebra that generalizes and unifies all four of these
probability theories, is then considered. Finally, we present some recent investiga-
tions on tensor products and quotients of effect algebras. Examples and represen-
tative results for the various theories are discussed. Q 1998 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
This article presents a survey of the algebraic and the statistical proper-
ties of sharp and unsharp quantum effects. To gain additional perspectives
on this subject, we shall discuss four types of probability theories. These
are sharp classical and quantum probability and unsharp classical and
quantum probability. To give the reader a flavor of these subjects, we shall
include some results that we believe are important and representative.
We begin with a study of sharp theories and a comparison of the
algebraic properties of the classical and quantum cases. As we shall show,
the basic concepts in all of these theories are those of an event, the
probability of an event, measurement and probability distribution of a
measurement. We then discuss and compare the unsharp theories. The
lattice properties of the set of Hilbert space quantum effects are then
considered. We next discuss an algebraic structure called an effect algebra.
Such structures generalize and unify all four of the previous probability
theories. The article ends with a discussion of tensor products and quo-
tients of effect algebras.
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2. SHARP THEORIES
One of the main objectives of quantum mechanics is the study of
measurements. A measurement that is perfectly accurate is called sharp or
crisp. Although experimentalists continually refine their measuring appa-
rata to obtain greater precision, a sharp measurement is impossible to
attain in practice. For this reason, sharp measurements correspond to
idealizations that can only be achieved as a limiting case. In reality, a
measurement is not perfectly accurate but is unsharp or fuzzy.
Quantum mechanics may be thought of as a noncommutative or a
generalized probability theory that we shall call quantum probability. As
we shall see, this noncommutativity becomes evident when the algebraic
structures of classical and quantum probability are compared. Such a
comparison also shows that there are close analogies between sharp
classical and quantum probability. Table 1 illustrates some of these analo-
gies.
We now explain the previous comparison table in more detail. The basic
 .structure in sharp classical probability is a measurable space V, A . The
set V corresponds to a set of possible outcomes for a classical experiment
or groups of such experiments. The s-algebra A of subsets of V corre-
sponds to the set of events that may occur when an experiment is
performed. The basic structure for sharp quantum probability is usually
taken to be a complex separable Hilbert space H. The motivation for H is
not as clearcut as in the classical theory. Although a considerable amount
w xof literature is devoted to a deeper physical motivation for H 1, 8, 21, 23 ,
this Hilbert space is frequently just thought of as the arena in which
quantum events and probabilities may be displayed.
In sharp classical theory, probabilities are determined by a probability
measure m on A. If A g A is an event, the probability that A occurs
TABLE 1
Comparison of Sharp Classical and Quantum Probability
Sharp classical Sharp quantum
Concept probability probability
 .Basic structure Measurable space V, A Hilbert space H
Event Measurable set A g A Projection operator P
5 5Probability Probability measure m Pure state c g H, c s 1
2 .  : 5 5Probability of event m A Pc , c s Pc
Measurement Random variable f : V ª R Self-adjoint operator T
y1 T . w  .x  .   . :Distribution m B s m f B c B s P B c , cf T
T .  :   . :Expectation H f dm s Hlm dl Tc , c s Hl P dl c , cf
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 .when an experiment is performed, is given by m A . A sharp quantum
 .event is described by an orthogonal projection operator P on H. A unit
vector c g H represents a pure quantum state mixed states are also
.possible, but will not be considered here . If a physical system is in the
state described by c , then the probability that P occurs when an experi-
 : 5 5 2ment is performed is given by Pc , c s Pc . It is easy to show that
5 5 20 F Pc F 1 so this number can indeed be considered to be a probabil-
 .  .ity. Denote the set of projections on H by P H , let I g P H be the
 . w xidentity operator, and let m : P H ª 0, 1 be the function given byc
 .  :  .m P s Pc , c . Then m gives a probability measure on P H in thec c
 .  .sense that m I s 1 and if P g P H are mutually orthogonal, thenc i
m P s m P . . . c i c i
The summation  P converges in the strong operator topology. We calli
 .m a pure quantum state.c
A measurement in sharp classical probability theory is described by a
random variable f : V ª R. The measurement is sharp even though it is
described by a random variable. Randomness is present because of our
lack of knowledge of the system and not because of any inaccuracies of the
measurement. For example, after we flip a coin, we have complete cer-
tainty about whether the result is heads or tails. Our measuring apparatus,
in this case our eyes, can be assumed to be perfectly accurate. If they are
.not, we have an unsharp theory considered later. The probability is
present because we have a lack of knowledge and cannot predict before-
hand the result of a coin flip. For a given random variable f , probability
 .  .  y1 ..measure m and Borel set B g B R , m B s m f B gives the proba-f
y1 .  .bility of the event f B . Thus, m B is the probability that f has af
 . w x  .value in B and m : B R ª 0, 1 is a probability measure on B R calledf
 .the distribution of f. As is well known, E f s H f dm can be interpreted
 .as the expectation of f and this coincides with the mean Hlm dl of thef
 . < <distribution m . Of course, E f exists if and only if H f dm - `. Otherf
 .important statistical quantities such as the variance Var f and standard
 .  .1r2deviation s f s Var f can be defined. If it exists,
2 22Var f s E f y E f s E f y E f . .  .  . .
 .  .If M is a quantum measurement or observable and B g B R , we
denote the quantum event that M has a value in B when this measure-
 .  .  .ment is performed by M B g P H . It is easy to justify that M: B R ª
 .P H should satisfy the following conditions.
 .  .2.1 M R s I.
 .  .  .   .  . .2.2 If A l B s B, then M A H M B i.e., M A M B s 0 .
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 .  .  .  .2.3 If A g B R are mutually disjoint then M D A s  M A ,i i i
where the convergence in the summation is in the strong operator
topology.
We conclude that a quantum measurement corresponds to a spectral
 .measure. Spectral measures are also called projection-values PV meas-
w xures. According to the spectral theorem 2, 15 , there is a one-to-one
correspondence between spectral measures and self-adjoint operators on
H. If T is a self-adjoint operator, we denote the corresponding spectral
T  .  .measure by P : B R ª P H . Then T can be written in terms of the
T  .spectral integral T s HlP dl . We conclude that a quantum measure-
ment M can be described by a self-adjoint operator T where PT s M. If a
system is in the quantum state m , then the probability that M has a valuec
 .in B g B R is given by
T  T :m M B s m P B s P B c , c . .  .  . .  .c c
 .  T  . :  .  .Using the notation c B s P B c , c , it follows from 2.1 , 2.2 , andT
 .  . w x  .2.3 that c : B R ª 0, 1 is a probability measure on B R which weT
 .call the distribution of T or M . If c is in the domain of T , then just as in
 .the sharp classical theory, we define the expectation of T or M by
 T : TE T s lc dl s l P dl c , c s lm P dl . .  .  .  . .H H HT c
Moreover, by the spectral theorem we have
T  :E T s lP dl c , c s Tc , c . .  .H ;
2  .If c is also in the domain of T , then Var T is given by
22 22 2  : :Var T s E T y E T s E T y E T s T c , c y Tc , c , .  .  .  .
 .  .1r2and s T s Var T .
2 .As an illustration of these concepts, let H s L R, dl . Two important
observables are the position S and the momentum T observables. On the
 . .appropriate domains, S is the self-adjoint operator given by Sf l s
 .l f l and Tf s yi" dfrdl where " is Planck's constant. The commutator
w xof S and T is defined as S, T s ST y TS and if c is in the domain of
w x w x 5 5S, T , then a simple calculation gives S, T c s i"c . If c s 1, applying
Schwarz's inequality, we have
 :  :  : :w x" s S, T c , c F STc , c q TSc , c s 2 Sc , Tc
1r2 1r22 25 5 5 5  :  :F 2 Sc Tc s 2 S c , c T c , c .
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 .  .  .  .If E S s E T s 0, we conclude that s S s T G "r2 which is the
 .  .famous Heisenberg uncertainty principle. If E S , E T / 0, just replace S
 .  .and T by S y E S I, T y E T I, respectively, to again obtain the uncer-
tainty principle. Notice that the uncertainty principle does not say that S
and T themselves are not sharp but that S and T are not simultaneously
sharp. That is, if a very accurate position measurement is performed, then
a simultaneous momentum measurement must be inaccurate to the extent
of the uncertainty principle.
3. ALGEBRAIC PROPERTIES OF SHARP THEORIES
We now compare the algebraic structures of our two sharp theories.
This will give a further understanding of their similarities and differences.
In the sharp classical theory, the set of events A with set theoretic
inclusion A : B forms a distributive lattice in fact, A is a Boolean
.algebra where the distributive law is
A l B j C s A l B j A l C . .  .  .
The order A : B has the natural interpretation that B occurs whenever A
occurs. Denoting the set theoretic complement of A by Ac, the mapping
A ¬ Ac satisfies: Acc s A, A : B implies Bc : Ac and A l Ac s B.
 .c c c  .c cMoreover, De Morgan's laws A l B s A j B and A j B s A l
Bc hold. Of course, Ac has the natural interpretation that Ac occurs if and
 c . conly if A does not occur that is, A is the negation of A . If A : B , we
say that A and B are orthogonal and write A H B. Notice that A H B if
 .and only if A and B are disjoint A l B s B . We interpret A H B as
saying that if A occurs then B does not occur. If A H B, we denote the
 .orthogonal or disjoint sum by A [ B s A j B. A s-homomorphism
 .  .from B R to A is a mapping h: B R ª A that satisfies the following
conditions.
 .  .3.1 h R s V.
 .  .  .3.2 If A H B, then h A H h B .
 .  .  .3.3 If A g B R are mutually orthogonal, then h D A si i
 . h A .i
 .Condition 3.3 can be written in terms of orthogonal sums as
 .  .h [A s [h A . It is important to note that there is a one-to-onei i
 .correspondence between s-homomorphisms from B R to A and
 .random variables classical measurements . If f : V ª R is a random
y1  .variable, then h s f : B R ª A is a s-homomorphism and conversely,
 .any s-homomorphism h: B R ª A has this form for a unique random
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variable f. We can write statistical formulas concerning f in terms of the
corresponding s-homomorphism h. For example, the distribution of f
becomes
m B s m fy1 B s m h B , .  .  . . .f
and the expectation of f becomes
f dm s lm dl s lm fy1 dl s lm h dl . .  .  . . .H H H Hf
 .The set of sharp quantum events P H shares some of its properties
with the set of sharp classical events A, but also has important differences.
 .We can again define a natural partial order F on P H by defining
 :  :P F Q if PQ s P. This is equivalent to Pc , c F Qc , c for every
 .  .c g H which is equivalent to m P F m Q for every c g H withc c
5 5c s 1. Thus, P F Q has the natural interpretation that the probability
of the occurrence of P is not greater then the probability of the occur-
rence of Q in every state of the system. Another condition that is
 .  .  .equivalent to P F Q is that R P : R Q where R P denotes the range
  . .of P. Under the partial order F , P H , F is a lattice where P n Q is
 .  .the projection onto R P l R Q and P k Q is the projection onto the
w  .  .xclosed span sp R P j R Q . However, unlike the classical theory, simple
  . .examples show that P H , F is not distributive.
 .We can still define a natural negation P ¬ P9 on P H given by
the orthocomplementation P9 s I y P. Then for any state m , wec
 .  .have m P9 s 1 y m P . As in the classical theory, we havec c
P0 s P, P F Q implies Q9 F P9 and P n P9 s 0. Also, De Morgan's laws
 .  .A n B 9 s A9 k B9 and A k B 9 s A9 n B9 still hold. We again define
P H Q if P F Q9 or equivalently if P q Q F I. Although P H Q implies
P n Q s 0, unlike the classical theory, P n Q s 0 does not imply
P H Q so disjointness is not equivalent to orthogonality. In fact, it can be
shown that P n Q s 0 implies P H Q if and only if the distributive
law holds. If P H Q we again define the orthogonal sum P [ Q s P q Q.
 .  .A s-homomorphism h: B R ª P H is just a PV-measure, so as
previously discussed, there is a one-to-one correspondence between
 .  .s-homomorphisms from B R to P H and self-adjoint operators
 .quantum measurements or observables . In terms of the orthogonal sum,
 .  .  .we can write Condition 2.3 as h [A s [h A .i i
4. UNSHARP THEORIES
Suppose we perform a position measurement for a particle p using a
particle detector d such as a geiger or photon counter. If d is perfectly
accurate with sensitivity domain A : R3, then d clicks if and only if p is
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in A so d corresponds to the characteristic function x . Any real detectorA
 .is not perfectly accurate it is unsharp or fuzzy so d may not click when p
is in A or d may give a false click when p is not in A. We define the
3 w x  .confidence function f : R ª 0, 1 , where f l gives the confidence thatd d
d will click when p is at the point l on a scale between zero and one. The
function f can be determined using calibration experiments with d and isd
characteristic of any particular counter. In general, if X is a nonempty set,
w x X w xwe call an element of 0, 1 a fuzzy subset of X 24, 25 . In fuzzy set
w x Xtheory, a function f g 0, 1 corresponds to a degree of membership for a
fuzzy set in X. In this way, a counter corresponds to a fuzzy subset of R3.
 . w x XThe sharp or crisp elements of 0, 1 are the characteristic functions or
equivalently, the subsets of X.
Motivated by the previous paragraph, we now introduce an unsharp
 .classical probability theory. Let V, A be a measurable space and let
 . w xVE V, A be the set of all random variables in 0, 1 . The elements of
 .E V, A correspond to measurable confidence functions and are called
 .classical effects on V, A . We define a natural partial order F on
 .  .  .   . .E V, A by f F g if f v F g v for all v g V. Then E V, A , F
 .becomes a distributive lattice in which f n g s min f , g and f k g s
 .  .max f , g . We define a natural negation on E V, A given by the comple-
mentation f 9 s 1 y f. We then have f 0 s f , f F g implies g 9 F f 9, and
De Morgan's laws hold. The main difference between this algebraic
 .structure on E V, A and the algebraic structure of the sharp theory on A
 .is that f n f 9 need not be 0 equivalently, f k f 9 need not be 1 . For
1 1example, let f be the constant function f s in which case f 9 s .2 2
Similarly, we write f H g if f F g 9 or equivalently if f q g F 1. As in the
sharp classical theory but unlike the sharp quantum theory, we have
f n g s 0 implies f H g. Moreover, unlike both of the sharp theories f H g
does not imply f n g s 0. As usual, if f H g, we define the orthogonal sum
of f [ g s f q g. The following lemma characterizes the sharp classical
 .effects in E V, A .
 .LEMMA 4.1. The following statements for f g E V, A are equi¨ alent.
 .  . 2  .  .a f is sharp. b f s f. c f n f 9 s 0. d f k f 9 s 1.
If f is the confidence function for a detector d, it is not hard to justifyd
that the probability that d clicks should be the average value of f . Ind
general, if m is a probability measure on A, we define the probability that
 .  .  .the effect f g A V, A is observed to be m f s E f s H f dm. Analo-
 .gous to the sharp theories, we define a s-homomorphism h: B R ª
 .E V, A as follows.
 .  .4.1 h R s 1.
 .  .  .  .4.2 If A g B R are mutually orthogonal, then h D A s  h Ai i i
where the convergence of the summation is pointwise.
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 .  .Notice that the condition A H B implies h A H h B follows automati-
 .cally from 4.2 . As expected, an unsharp classical measurement corre-
 .  .sponds to a s-homomorphism from B R to E V, A . For example,
suppose such a measurement M has only finitely many values l , . . . , l .1 n
 4.Denote by M l the effect or fuzzy event that h has the value l . Theni i
 4. M l corresponds to the effect that M has some value so we shouldi
 4.have  M l s 1. Then M has a unique extension to a s-homomor-i
 .  .phism h: B R ª E V, A given by
 4h A s M l : l g A . 4 .  . i i
 .  . Now let h: B R ª E V, A be an unsharp measurement s-
.homomorphism and let m be a probability measure on A. Then the
 .  .   ..probability that h has a value in B g B R is m B s E h B . It followsh
 . w xfrom the monotone convergence theorem, that m : B R ª 0, 1 is ah
 .probability measure on B R which we call the distribution of h. Then, as
usual, we can now define various statistical quantities for h. For example,
 .  .the expectation of h becomes E h s Hlm dl .h
We now briefly describe how other important probabilistic concepts can
 .be formulated in this context. If f , g g E V, A and v is a probability
 .  .  .measure on A, we define the conditional probability m f N g s m fg rm g
 .if m g / 0. This reduces to the usual definition for sharp effects. More-
 .  .  .over, if m g / 0, then m ?N g is a probability measure on E V, A
 .  .in the sense that m 1 N g s 1 and if f g E V, A with  f s 1, theni i
 .  .v  f N g s  m f N g . It is easy to show that Bayes' fuzzy rules hold ini i
 .  .the following sense. If m f , m g / 0, then
m f m g N f .  .
m f N g s , .
m g .
 .and if m g / 0 and  g s 1, theni i
m f s m g m f N g . .  .  . i i
There are natural definitions of independence, functions of several
measurements, and joint distributions. Moreover, one can prove versions
w xof the law of large numbers and the central limit theorem 12 , but these
carry us too far from the main goals of this survey.
We now give an example of an unsharp measurement that has practical
applications. Let M be a pattern recognition apparatus that recognizes the
symbols v , . . . , v . Suppose that in a specific situation, the symbols occur1 n
 .  4 Vwith probabilities m v . Letting V s v , . . . , v , A s 2 and extendingi 1 n
 .m to A in the usual way, V, A, m becomes a probability space. When v i
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occurs, a perfectly accurate apparatus registers a number l g R wherei
l , . . . , l are distinct. However, no apparatus is perfectly accurate so wei n
consider an unsharp apparatus. In this case, when v occurs, M willi
usually register l , but on occasion might register l / l . A calibrationi j i
 .experiment gives the probabilities m l N v G 0 where,M j i
n
m l v s 1, i s 1, . . . , n. . M j i
js1
 .Of course, m l N v is the probability that M registers l when vM j i j i
 .occurs. If M were sharp, then m l N v s d but in general, this is notM j i ji
 .  .the case. We call f v s m l N v , i, j s 1, . . . , n, the confidenceM , j i M j i
 .  .functions for M. Given the probabilities m v , m l N v , i, j sM i M j i
 .1, . . . , n, it is important to find the probabilities m l that M registers lM i i
 .and the probabilities m v N l that the symbol v appeared given thatM i j i
M registers l , i, j s 1, . . . , n. These probabilities can be found by Bayes'j
rules to be
n
m l s m v m l v , .  .  .M i j M i j
js1
and
m v m l v .  .i M j i
m v l s . .M i j m l .M j
 .It can be shown that, in general, no single random variable on V, A
can give these probabilities. This is because we are describing an unsharp
measurement and random variables only describe sharp measurements on
Ã Ã .  .V, A . However, there is a larger probability space V, A, m with aÃ
different probability measure m and a random variable on this space thatÃ
does give these probabilities. This larger space is required in order to
incorporate the fuzziness of M. But this is an awkward and inefficient
Ãmethod. The set V has twice as many points as V and m depends on M.Ã
This method would be impractical if one wants to consider several unsharp
apparata or a sequence of unsharp apparata. However, we can construct a
 .  .single unsharp measurement s-homomorphism on V, A, m that does
 .  .the job. Defining h: B R ª E V, A by
h A s f : l g A , 4 .  m , j j
it is clear that h is a s-homomorphism. By our previous discussion, we
have
m f x .M , j v 4im l v s m h l x s s f v , 4  . . .M j i j v 4 M , j ii m x .v 4i
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which is consistent with our definition of f . We also obtainM , j
n
 4m l s m h l s m f s f v m v .  .  . .  . M i i M , j M , i j j
js1
n
s m v m l v , .  . j M i j
js1
which agrees with our derived formula. Finally,
m x f .v 4 M , jim v l s m x h l s 4 . .M i j w 4 ji m f .M , j
m v f v m v m l v .  .  .  .i M , j i i M j is s ,
m l m l .  .M j M j
which again agrees with our derived formula. These formulas could also be
obtained using Bayes' fuzzy rules.
We now consider unsharp quantum probability. A sharp quantum event
 .is represented by a projection operator P g P H . The spectrum of P is
 4contained in the set 0, 1 which is analogous to the values of a characteris-
tic function. A classical effect is represented by a function with values in
w x0, 1 so it seems reasonable to represent a quantum effect by a self-adjoint
w x w xoperator with spectrum in 0, 1 3, 4, 16, 20, 22 .
 .Let S H be the set of bounded self-adjoint operators on H. Define the
 .  :  :partial order F on S H by S F T if Sc , c F Tc , c for all c g H.
 .An element A g S H is a quantum effect if 0 F A F I and we denote
 .  .the set of quantum effects on H by E H . It can be shown that A g S H
 . w xis in E H if and only if the spectrum of A is contained in 0, 1 . We also
 .  .  .have P H : S H and the elements of P H are called sharp effects.
  . .Unlike our three previous theories, E H , F is a partially ordered set
 .that is not a lattice unless dim H s 1 . However, we can still define a
 .natural negation on E H by the complementation A9 s I y A. As before,
we have A0 s A and A F B implies B9 F A9. Then, as in the classical
unsharp theory but unlike the sharp theories A n A9 need not be 0 and
 .A k A9 need not be I A n A9 and A k A9 may not even exist . For
 .A, B g E H we write A H B if A F B9 or equivalently if A q B F I. The
 .next lemma characterizes sharp elements of E H and is directly analo-
w xgous to Lemma 4.1 10 .
 .  .LEMMA 4.2. The following statements for A g E H are equi¨ alent. a A
 . 2  .  .is sharp. b A s A. c A n A9 s 0. d A k A9 s I.
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As in the three previous theories, we define a s-homomorphism
 .  .  .  .h: B R ª E H by h R s I and if A g B R are mutually orthogonal,i
 .  .then h D A s  h A where the summation converges in the strongi i
 .  .operator topology. A s-homomorphism from B R to E H corresponds
to an unsharp quantum measurement and is called a normalized positive
 .operator-valued POV measure. Probabilities, distributions, and expecta-
tions are defined analogously to our previous theories and are summarized
in the comparison Table 2.
 .5. LATTICE PROPERTIES OF E H
 .It was already mentioned that E H is not a lattice unless dim H s 1.
For a simple example, let H s C2 and let A and B be the diagonal
1 1 3 1 .  .  .matrices A s diag , , B s diag , . It is clear that A, B g E H and2 2 4 4
it is not hard to show that A n B does not exist. This means that there is
no largest effect whose occurrence implies the occurrence of both A and
 .B. A useful characterization of the pairs A, B g E H such that A n B
exists is an open problem. This would also characterize the existence of
 .A k B because by De Morgan's law A k B s A9 n B9 9 in the sense that
if one side exists, then the other side exists and they are equal. One reason
that the characterization problem is mathematically interesting is the
w xfollowing surprising theorem due to R. Kadison 17 .
 .THEOREM 5.1. For A, B g S H , A n B exists if and only if A andS H .
 .B are comparable that is, either A F B or B F A .
We used the notation A n B because the greatest lower bound isS H .
 .computed relative to S H and we used and we will continue to use n for
TABLE 2
Comparison of Unsharp Classical and Quantum Probability
Unsharp classical Unsharp quantum
Concept probability probability
 .Basic structure Measurable space V, A Hilbert space H
 .  .Event Classical effect f g E V, A Quantum effect A g E H
 .Sharp event Measurable set A g A Projection operator P g P H
5 5Probability Probability measure m Pure state c g H, c s 1
 .  :Probability of event E f s H f dm Ac , c
Measurement s-homomorphism
 .  .  .  .h: B R ª E V, A POV-measurer h: B R ª E H
 .  .  .   . :Distribution m B s H h B dm c B s h B c , ch h
 .   . :Expectation Hlm dl Hl h dl c , ch
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 .the greatest lower bound relative to E H . Kadison's theorem states that
  . .A n B exists only when it must exist and for this reason S H , F isS H .
  . .called an antilattice. Thus S H , F is as far from a lattice as it can get.
 .Now let A, B g E H be incomparable. Just because A n B does notS H .
 .exist, it need not follow that A n B does not exist. After all, E H is a
 .smaller set than S H so it might be easier for the greatest lower bound to
 .  .exist in E H than in S H . In fact, it is known that if A, B are
projections, then A n B exists even if A and B are incomparable and
 .  .A n B is the projection onto R A l R B . We conclude that Kadison's
 .theorem does not hold on E H and what we seek is a counterpart to
 .Kadison's theorem on E H .
We now present some partial results that may lead to a solution of the
characterization problem. For example, one result is that the problem was
solved for finite dimensional Hilbert spaces. Unfortunately, the proof of
this result relies on determinants and other matrix methods that do not
w x  .seem to generalize to infinite dimensions 9, 13 . For A, B g E H , we
denote the projection onto the intersection of the closures of their ranges
by P .A, B
 .  .THEOREM 5.2. If A g E H , P g P H , then A n P exists.
 .THEOREM 5.3. If dim H - ` and A, B g E H , then A n B exists if and
only if A n P and B n P are comparable. In this case, A n B is theA, B A, B
smaller of A n P and B n P .A, B A, B
This last theorem is a clear counterpart to Kadison's theorem and we
conjecture that it holds for any Hilbert space. This result has some
interesting special cases. If P s I, then A and B have full rankA, B
 .equivalently, A and B are invertible and in this case A n B exists
if and only if A and B are comparable. If P s 0, then A n P sA, B A, B
B n P s 0 so in this case A n B always exists. If P is a one-A, B A, B
dimensional projection, then A n P and B n P can be consideredA, B A, B
as one-dimensional operators or real numbers. Hence, A n P andA, B
B n P are comparable so A n B always exists in this case. The nextA, B
partial result shows that these last two special cases hold in general.
 .  .THEOREM 5.4. If A, B g E H and dim P F 1, then A n B exists.A, B
Our last partial result, which holds for any Hilbert space, has a similar
form as Theorem 5.3 but is quite specialized.
 .THEOREM 5.5. If A, B g E H commute and ha¨e pure point spectrum,
then A n B exists if and only if AP and BP are comparable. In thisA, B A, B
case, A n B is the smaller of AP and BP .A, B A, B
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6. EFFECT ALGEBRAS
In comparing sharp and unsharp effects and measurements, we intro-
duced four kinds of probability theories. We now give an algebraic struc-
ture that generalizes and unifies all four of these previous structures. A
unifying theme that appears in each of these structures is the orthogonal
sum [. Notice that [ is only a partial binary operation because it is only
defined for orthogonal pairs. If E is a set on which a partial binary
 .operation [ acts, we shall use a H b to denote the pairs a, b for
 .  .which a [ b is defined. Thus, the domain D [ : E = E is a, b g
4E = E: a H b .
 .An effect algebra is an algebraic system E, 0, 1, [ where 0, 1 are
distinct elements of E and [ is a partial binary operation on E that
satisfies the following conditions.
 .6.1 If a H b, then b H a and b [ a s a [ b.
 .  .  .6.2 If a H b and c H a [ b , then b H c, a H b [ c and a [
 .  .b [ c s a [ b [ c.
 .6.3 For every a g E there exists a unique a9 g E such that a H a9
and a [ a9 s 1.
 .6.4 If a H 1, then a s 0.
It is easy to check that each of the four probability structures that we
discussed is an effect algebra. Strictly speaking each of these structures is
closed under countable orthogonal sums so we should be considering
s-effect algebras which are defined in a natural way. However we
are mainly discussing algebraic structures here and this would lead to
unnecessary complications.
In the sequel, whenever we write a [ b we are implicitly assuming that
a H b. We define a F b if there exists a c g E such that a [ c s b. It can
 .be shown that c is unique and we write c s b ] a. Then E, F , 9 is a
partially ordered set with 0 F a F 1 for all a g E, a0 s a and a F b
implies b9 F a9. It can be shown that a H b if and only if a F b9 so our
definition of a H b is consistent with our previous usage. An element
 .a g E is sharp if a n a9 s 0 equivalently, a k a9 s 1 . According to
Lemmas 4.1 and 4.2, our definition of sharp is again consistent with our
previous usage. An effect algebra is an orthoalgebra if
 .6.5 a H a implies a s 0.
 .  .  .  .Actually, 6.5 implies 6.4 so we can replace 6.4 by 6.5 in defining an
 .  .orthoalgebra. Indeed, suppose 6.5 holds and a H 1. Then a H a [ a9 so
 .  .by 6.2 , a H a. Hence, a s 0 so 6.4 holds. The next result characterizes
w xthose effect algebras that are orthoalgebras 7 .
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THEOREM 6.1. An effect algebra is an orthoalgebra if and only if all of its
elements are sharp.
For example in classical unsharp probability theory, the set of sharp
 . effects events A forms an orthoalgebra A even has the much stronger
.structure of a Boolean algebra . In unsharp quantum theory, the set of
 .   .sharp effects P H forms an orthoalgebra P H even has the stronger
.structure of an orthomodular lattice . Besides the four probability struc-
tures, there are other important structures that are effect algebras. An
 .effect algebra E is an orthomodular poset OMP if a [ b s a k b for
every a, b g E with a H b. An effect algebra E is an orthomodular lattice
 .OML if E is an OMP and a k b exists for every a, b, g E. It is easy to
show that OMPs and OMLs are orthoalgebras so these structures corre-
spond to sharp theories.
We now discuss two other simple but important examples of effect
algebras. If the n-fold orthogonal sum a [ ??? [ a of a g E is defined, we
denote this element of E by na. Thus, 2 a s a [ a, 3a s a [ a [ a, etc.
An n-chain is an effect algebra C with n q 1 distinct elementsn
 .  .0, a, 2 a, . . . , n y 1 a, na s 1. If ma g C , m F n, then clearly ma 9 sn
 . n y m a. Notice that any two n-chains are structually equivalent isomor-
.  4phic . We can therefore identify C with 0, 1rn, 2rn, . . . , 1 where,n
p q p q q
[ s ,
n n n
w xwhenever p q q F n. The second example is the unit interval 0, 1 : R.
w xFor a, b g 0, a we define a H b if a q b F 1 and in this case a [ b s
w xa q b. For a g 0, 1 , we have a9 s 1 y a.
If E and F are effect algebras, we say that f : E ª F is additive if
 .  .  .  .  .a H b implies f a H f b and f a [ b s f a [ f b . If f: E ª F is
 .additive and f 1 s 1, then f is a morphism. If f : E ª F is a morphism
 .  .and f a H f b implies a H b, then f is a monomorphism. A surjective
monomorphism is an isomorphism. It is easy to see that f is an isomor-
phism if and only if f is bijective and fy1 is a morphism. In order to
introduce probability notions on an effect algebra, we need to define
w x  .states. A state on E is a morphism s: E ª 0, 1 ; that is, s 1 s 1 and
 .  .  .  .s a [ b s s a q s b . Then s a is interpreted as the probability that the
effect a is observed when the system is in the state s. Strictly speaking, we
should again be discussing s-effect algebras and s-additive states, but we
.shall not pursue these here. One can continue by defining measurements,
probability distributions, expectations, etc., on E, but these concepts are
quite analogous to those of our previous discussions and readers might
enjoy doing this themselves.
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7. TENSOR PRODUCTS AND QUOTIENTS
If two physical systems are described by effect algebras, then the
combined system is frequently described by the tensor product of these
effect algebras. Also, if it is desired to ``factor out'' some property of a
physical system that is described by an effect algebra, this is frequently
accomplished by taking a quotient in this effect algebra. We now discuss
the mathematics of these procedures. The reader will then be exposed to
some of the latest research in this field.
If E is an effect algebra and A : E, then A generates E if every
element of E is a finite orthogonal sum of elements in A. If E, F, and G
are effect algebras, a bimorphism is a mapping b : E = F ª G such that
 .  .  .b 1, 1 s 1 and b ?, b , b a, ? are additive for every a g E, b g F. A
 .tensor product of E and F is a pair T , t , where T is an effect algebra
 .and t : E = F ª T is a bimorphism such that t E = F generates T and if
b : E = F ª G is a bimorphism for some effect algebra G, then there
exists a morphism f : T ª G such that b s f (t . Thus, a tensor product
can be thought of as a universal bimorphism. It is easy to show that if a
 .tensor product T , t exists, then it is unique to within an isomorphism.
 .For this reason, we call T , t the tensor product of E and F and use the
w xnotation T s E m F. The following result is due to A. Dvurecenskij 5 .Æ
 .THEOREM 7.1. a The tensor product of E and F exists if and only if there
 .exists a bimorphism from E = F to some effect algebra. b If E is a Boolean
algebra and F is an effect algebra, then E m F exists.
Is it possible that any two effect algebras E, F admit a bimorphism and
 .hence, by Theorem 7.1 a have a tensor product? We shall soon see that
the answer to this question is no. It turns out that the existence of tensor
products is related to the existence of states. If E admits a state, we call E
stately and if E does not admit a state, then E is stateless. Although they
may have no physical significance, there are many examples of stateless
w xeffect algebras 11 . If E and F admit states s and t, respectively, then
w x  .  .  .E m F exists. Indeed, defining b : E = F ª 0, 1 by b a, b s s a t b , it
 .is easy to check that b is a bimorphism so by Theorem 7.1 a , E m F
exists. However, if E is stateless, then the story is quite different as the
w xnext result shows 11 .
THEOREM 7.2. For an effect algebra E, the following statements are
 .  .  . w xequi¨ alent. a E is stately. b E m C exists for e¨ery n g N. c E m 0, 1n
exists.
w xThus, if E is stateless, then E m 0, 1 does not exist and E m C doesn
not exist for some n g N. In fact, it can be shown that if E is stateless,
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then there exists a smallest n g N such that E m C does not exist form
every m G n.
The structure of tensor products were found in many specific cases. For
 .example, it is known that C m C s C where t prm, qrn s pqrmnm n m n
w xfor p F m, q F n. If Q is the set of rational numbers in 0, 1 , it is known
 .that Q m Q s Q where t p, q s pq for all p, q g Q. For other examples,
w x w x  .the reader is referred to 5, 7 . Because 0, 1 : R admits the state s a s a
w x  w x. w x w xfor all a g 0, 1 in fact, this is the only state on 0, 1 , 0, 1 m 0, 1 exists.
w x w x w x  .Moreover, B: 0, 1 = 0, 1 ª 0, 1 given by b a, b s ab for every a, b g
w x  w x w x0, 1 is a bimorphism this is the only bimorphism from 0, 1 = 0, 1 to
w x. w x w x w x w x0, 1 so again 0, 1 m 0, 1 exists. However, the structure of 0, 1 m 0, 1
w x w x w x  .is not known. It is possible that 0, 1 m 0, 1 s 0, 1 with t a, b s ab for
w xall a, b g 0, 1 but it is believed by many researchers that this is not the
case.
We now discuss quotients for effect algebras. Let ; be a binary
relation on an effect algebra E. A quotient of E relative to ; is a pair
 .Q, q where Q is an effect algebra and q: E ª Q is a surjective morphism
 .  .such that q a s q b if a ; b and if f : E ª F is a morphism such that
 .  .f a s f b if a ; b, then there exists a morphism c : Q ª F such that
 .f s c ( q. We may think of Q, q as a universal morphism that respects
 .the relation ; . Again, it is easy to show if a quotient Q, q exists, then it
 .is unique to within an isomorphism. For this reason, we call Q, q the
quotient of E relative to ; and use the notation Q s E I; .
We now give a simple, but important, example of a quotient. The
cartesian product of two effect algebras E and F consists of the set
 .  .theoretic cartesian product E = F in which 0 s 0, 0 , 1 s 1, 1
 .  .  .  .and for a, b , c, d g E = F, a, b H c, d if a H c, b H d in which
 .  .  . case a, b [ c, d s a [ c, b [ d . It is easy to check that E =
.  .  .F, 0, 1, [ is again an effect algebra. For a, b , c, d g E = F, define
 .  .a, b ; c, d if a s c. Then ; is a binary relation on E = F and it can
 .be shown that E = F I;sE and q a, b s a.
However, as with tensor products, quotients need not exist. For example,
let E be an effect algebra that has at least three elements. For a, b g E,
define a ; b if a s b s 0 or if a, b / 0. Then ; is a binary relation on
 .  .E. Suppose there exists a morphism f : E ª F such that f a s f b if
a ; b. If a / 0, 1, then a9 / 0 so a ; a9. Hence,
f a s f a9 s f a 9 s f 1 s 1. .  .  .  .
 .  .But then 1 s f a [ f a 9 s 1 [ 1 which implies that 1 s 0 and this is a
contradiction. This shows that we must put restrictions on ; in order to
ensure that E I; exists.
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For E I; to exist, we at least need the following conditions.
 .7.1 ; is an equivalence relation.
 .7.2 If a ; a, b ; b, a H b, and a H b , then a [ b ; a [ b.1 1 1 1 1 1
These two conditions are reasonable because the most common type of
relation ; for which a quotient is required, has the following form. Let
 .  .  .f : E ª F be a morphism and define a ; b if f a s f b . Then 7.1
 .clearly holds. Suppose the hypotheses of 7.2 hold. Then
f a [ b s f a [ f b s f a [ f b s f a [ b . .  .  .  .  .  .1 1 1 1
 .We conclude that a [ b ; a [ b so 7.2 holds. We call a binary relation1 1
 .  .that satisfies 7.1 and 7.2 a weak congruence. But ; in our previous
 .  .example is a weak congruence so 7.1 and 7.2 are not sufficient for
E I; to exist. A weak congruence ; is called a congruence if it satisfies
the following condition.
 .7.3 If a H b and c ; a, then there exists a d g E such that d ; b,
d H c.
 .In our previous example, ; does not satisfy 7.3 so in this case ; is not
a congruence. Indeed in that example, a H a9 and 1 ; a, yet there does
not exist a d g E such that d ; a9 and d H 1. The next result may be
w xfound in 14 .
THEOREM 7.3. If ; is a congruence on an effect algebra E, then E I;
exists.
 .Our previous example shows that 7.3 is a necessary condition for
Theorem 7.3 to hold in all cases. The idea behind the proof of Theorem
7.3 is the following. Because ; is an equivalence relation, we can form
w x  4equivalence classes a s b g E: b ; a and the set of equivalence classes
w x 4 w x w x w x w xa : a g E is denoted by Er; . For a , b g Er; , define a H b if
there exist a , b g E such that a ; a, b ; b, and a H b in which case1 1 1 1 1 1
w x w x w x  . w x w xa [ b s a [ b . It follows from 7.2 that a [ b is well defined.1 1
 w x w x .One then shows that Er; , 0 , 1 , [ is an effect algebra and Er;s
 . w xE I; with q a s a .
Suppose E is an OML and ; is a congruence on E. Although by
Theorem 7.3, E I; exists and is an effect algebra, E I; need not be an
OML. Similar results hold for OMPs and orthoalgebras. To remedy this
defect, we can define a stronger type of congruence that is given in terms
of an ideal.
A nonempty subset I of an effect algebra E is an ideal if for a, b g E
with a H b we have a [ b g I if and only if a, b g I. An ideal I in E is a
Riesz ideal if i g I, a, b g E with a H b, then i F a [ b implies that there
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exist j, k g I such that j F a, k F b, and i F j [ k. If I is a Riesz ideal in
E, we define a ; b if there exist i, j g I such that a ] i s b ] j.I
THEOREM 7.4. If I is a Riesz ideal in E, then ; is a congruence on E.I
An equivalence relation ; on a lattice L is a lattice congruence if
a ; a, b ; b implies a k b ; a k b. Our definition of a congruence is1 1 1 1
more general than a lattice congruence. We say that a congruence is
generated by a Riesz ideal I if ;s; . It can be shown that every latticeI
congruence on an OML is generated by a Riesz ideal. However, there are
congruences on OMPs and orthoalgebras that are not generated by Riesz
ideals. In this sense, congruences are more general than Riesz ideals.
Nevertheless, unlike a general congruence, we have the following
w xresult 14 .
THEOREM 7.5. Let E be an effect algebra and let I be a Riesz ideal in E.
 .  .  .a If E is an OML, so is E I; . b If E is an OMP, so is E I; . c If EI
is an orthoalgebra, so is E I; .
We close with some examples of Riesz ideals. A nonempty subset I of a
lattice L is a lattice ideal if for a, b g L we have a k b g I if and only if
a, b g I. A lattice ideal I in an OML L is called a p-ideal if for every
 .a g I, b g L we have a k b9 n b g I. The importance of p-ideals is that
; is a lattice congruence on L if and only if ; is generated by a p-ideal.
It can be shown that I is a p-ideal in L if and only if I is a Riesz ideal
w x14 . For a concrete example, let E = F be the cartesian product of effect
 . 4algebras E, F and let I s 0, b : b g F : E = F. It is easy to check that
 .  .I is a Riesz ideal. Moreover, the binary relation a, b ; c, d if a s c,
that was previously discussed, is a congruence and ; is generated by I.
As a final example, let H be an infinite dimensional Hilbert space and as
 .before, let P H be the OML of projections on H. Then the set I of all
 .finite-dimensional projections on H is a Riesz ideal in P H .
8. CONCLUDING COMMENTS
We discussed four types of probability theories, the sharp and unsharp
classical and quantum theories. Sharp classical probability theory has
existed for hundreds of years, although it only began to gain serious
consideration with Lebesgue's research on measure theory in about 1900.
At this same time, sharp quantum theory came into existence with Planck's
work on energy quanta. Unsharp classical probability arrived about 1964
w xwith the studies of Zadeh 24, 25 on fuzzy set theory. Coincidentally,
w x w xresearchers such as Ludwig 20 and Davies and Lewis 4 began working
on unsharp quantum theory at about the same time. Investigations into
w xeffect algebras are quite recent 5, 6, 7, 11, 18, 19 .
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Research in the sharp theories has progressed to the status of huge
monuments with vast literatures. However, work in the unsharp theories
has only recently begun and there is considerable room for additional
investigation. It is hoped that this article will provide stimulation and
inspiration.
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